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Abstract This paper is focused on solutions of two Diophantine equations of the type 
29 zp yx =+ , where p is an odd 

prime number. We show that the Diophantine equation
293 zyx =+ , where yx, and z are non-negative integers, has in-

finitely many solutions but 
2913 zyx =+  has no non-negative integer solution. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

In recent, there have been a lot of studies about the 
Diophantine equation of the type zyx cba =+ . In 
2012, B. Sroysang [11] proved that )2,0,1( is a unique 
solution ),,( zyx for the   Diophantine equation 

253 zyx =+  where yx, and z are non-negative inte-
gers. In 2013, B. Sroysang [12] showed that the Dio-
phantine equation 2173 zyx =+  has a unique non-
negative integer solution )2,0,1(),,( =zyx . In the 
same year, B. Sroysang [9] found all the solutions to 
the Diophantine equation 232 zyx =+  
where yx, and z are non-negative integers. The solu-
tions ),,( zyx are )2,1,0( , )3,0,3( and )5,2,4( . In 2013, 
Rabago [8] showed that the solutions ),,( zyx of the 
two Diophantine equations 2193 zyx =+  and 

2913 zyx =+  where 
yx, and z are non-negative integers are 

{ )2,0,1( , )10,1,4( } 
and { )2,0,1( , )10,1,2( }, respectively.  
In literature, a good amount of research [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 10] is available for solving different kind of Dio-
phantine equations. 
In the present paper, we study the two Diophantine 

equations 293 zyx =+ and 2913 zyx =+ and also find 
all solutions in non-negative integers. 
 
2  Main Results 
Theorem 2.1: The Diophantine equation 21 zp x =+ , 
where p is an odd prime number and ,, yx z are non-
negative integers, is solvable only for 3=p .The solution is 

)3,2,1(),,( =pzx . 
Proof: Let x and z be non-negative integers such 
that 21 zp x =+ , where p be an odd prime number. 
If 0=x , then 22 =z . It is impossible. If 0=z , 
then 1−=xp , which is also impossible. 
 Now for 0, >zx , 
                                                  21 zp x =+      
                                           or   )1)(1(12 +−=−= zzzp x     
Let ξpz =+1 and ψpz =−1 , where ξψ < , 

x=+ ξψ . Then,  
                                 2)1( =−−ψξψ pp  
Thus, 1=ψp ⇒ 0pp =ψ 0=⇒ψ and 

21 =−−ψξp 3=⇒ ξp , which is possible only for 
3=p and 1=ξ . So 110 =+=+= ξψx , 
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2131 1 =−=−= ξpz . 
Therefore, )3,2,1(),,( =pzx is the solution-
of 21 zp x =+ . 
This proves the theorem.  
Corollary 2.2: The Diophantine equation 213 zx =+ has 
exactly one non-negative integer solution )2,1(),( =zx .   
Corollary 2.3: The Diophantine equation 2113 zx =+ has 
no non-negative integer solution.   
Theorem 2.4: The Diophantine equation 291 zx =+ has 
no non-negative integer solution. 
Proof: Suppose x and z be non-negative integers such 
that 291 zx =+ . For 0=x , we have 22 =z . It is impos-
sible. Let 1≥x . Then 291 zx =+ gives 
us )1)(1(32 +−= zzx . Let 131 Π=+z and 231 Π=−z , 
where 12 Π<Π , x221 =Π+Π .  
Therefore,  
                       2)13(3 212 =−Π−ΠΠ  
Thus, 13 2 =Π or 02 =Π and 213 21 =−Π−Π  or 11 =Π . 

So 12 =x
2
1

=⇒ x , which is not acceptable since x is a 

non-negative integer. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.5: The Diophantine equation 293 zyx =+ has 
an infinitely many solutions of the 
form )3.2,,12(),,( mmmzyx += , where m is any non-
negative integer. 
Proof: Suppose yx, and z be non-negative integers 
such that 293 zyx =+ . If 0=x , then we 
have 291 zy =+  which has no solution by theorem 2.4. 
When 0=y then by corollary 2.2, we have 

1=x and 2=z . Therefore, )2,0,1( is a solution 
to 293 zyx =+ . If 0=z , then 093 =+ yx , which is not 
possible for any non-negative integers x and y . 
Now we consider the following remaining cases. 
Case – 1: 1=x . If 1=x then we have 293 zy =+  

22 )3(3 yz −=⇒  )3)(3(3 yy zz −+=⇒ . 
If 1)3( =+ yz and 3)3( =− yz , then 42 =z  

2=⇒ z and 132 =+ y 13 −=⇒ y , which is not pos-
sible. On the other hand, if 

3)3( =+ yz and 1)3( =− yz , then 42 =z  2=⇒ z and 
332 =+ y 13 =⇒ y , so 0=y . That is, we have 

)2,0,1(),,( =zyx is a solution to 293 zyx =+ . 

Case – 2: 1=y . If 1=y , then 293 zx =+  
93 2 −=⇒ zx )3)(3(3 −+=⇒ zzx . Let 33 += zξ  

and 33 −= zη , where x=+> ηξηξ , . Then 
                           3.2)13(3 =−−ηξη                  
Thus, 

33 =η 1=⇒η and 213 1 =−−ξ 33 1 =⇒ −ξ 2=⇒ ξ . 
So, 321 =+=x and 6=z . That is, for 1=y , we have 
the solution )6,1,3(),,( =zyx . 
Case – 3: 1=z . If 1=z , then 193 =+ yx which is not 
possible for any non-negative integers x and y . 
Case – 4: 1,, >zyx . Now 
                                           293 zyx =+                                  
                                  or     )3)(3(3 yyx zz −+=   
Let 133 Π=+ yz and 233 Π=− yz , where 12 Π<Π ,      
                                      x=Π+Π 21 .  
Then,   
                                    y3.2)13(3 212 =−Π−ΠΠ  
Thus, y33 2 =Π  or y=Π 2 and 213 1 =−−Π y  this gives 
us 11 +=Π y . Then, yyz 33 =− that is, yz 3.2= which 
is solvable only for if z is of the form m3.2 , 
where 1>m is any integer. Therefore, 

ym 3.23.2 = my =⇒ , where 1>m is any integer. 
               

1212121 +=+=++=Π+Π=∴ myyyx and
mz 3.2= .  

Hence, for 1,, >zyx , the solution of the equa-
tion 293 zyx =+  is of the form 

)3.2,,12(),,( mmmzyx += where m is a positive inte-
ger such that 1>m .       
Thus, when zyx ,, are non-negative integers, solutions 
of the Diophantine equation 293 zyx =+  are given 
by )3.2,,12(),,( mmmzyx += , where m is any non-
negative integer. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.6.  The Diophantine equation 

2913 zyx =+  has no non-negative integer solution.  
Proof: Suppose yx, and z are non-negative integers for 
which 2913 zyx =+ . If 0=x , we have 291 zy =+ which 
has no solution by theorem 2.4. For 0=y  we use cor-
ollary 2.3. If 0=z , then 0913 =+ yx  which is not pos-
sible for any non-negative integers x and y .  
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Now we consider the following remaining cases. 
Case – 1: 1=x . If 1=x , then 2913 zy =+ or 

)3)(3(13 yy zz −+= . We have two possibilities. If 
133 =+ yz  and 13 =− yz , it follows that  142 =z  or  

7=z  and 63 =y  , a contradiction. On the other hand, 
13 =+ yz and 133 =− yz , it follows that 142 =z or 

7=z  and 63 −=y which is impossible.  
Case – 2: 1=y . If 1=y , then 

2913 zx =+ or )3)(3(13 −+= zzx . Let 
ξ133 =+z and η133 =−z , where x=+< ηξξη , . 

Then 3.21313 =− ηξ  or 3.2)113(13 =−−ηξη . Thus, 
113 =η and 6113 =−−ηξ , then this implies that 

0=η and 713 =ξ , a contradiction. 
Case – 3: 1=z . If 1=z , then 1913 =+ yx which is not 
possible for any non-negative integers x and y . 
Case – 4: 1,, >zyx . Now 
                                         2913 zyx =+  or 

)3)(3(13 yyx zz −+=  
Let 1133 Π=+ yz and 2133 Π=− yz , 
where x=Π+ΠΠ<Π 2112 , . So y3.21313 21 =− ΠΠ or 

y3.2)113(13 212 =−Π−ΠΠ . Thus, 
113 2 =Π and y3.2113 21 =−Π−Π  then these imply 

that 02 =Π and  y3.2113 1 =−Π . Since )4(mod113 ≡ , 

it follows that )4(mod113 1 ≡Π i.e., 

)4(mod0113 1 ≡−Π . But we see that )4(mod03.2 ≡/y . 
This is impossible. 
 
3  Conclusion 
In this paper, we have shown that the Diophantine 
equation 293 zyx =+ has an infinitely many solutions 
and all the solutions are given 
by )3.2,,12(),,( mmmzyx += , where m is any non-
negative integer. On the other hand, we have also 
found that the Diophantine equation 2913 zyx =+  has 
no non-negative integer solution.   
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